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ON DIFFERENCE SETS OF SEQUENCES 
OF INTEGERS. I 

BY 
A. SARKGZY (Budapest) 

1. A set of integers ul<uzc. . . will be called an &-set if its difference set 
does not contain the square of a positive integer; in other words, if uX--uY=z~ 
(where x, I’, z are integers) implies that x=y, z=O. Let A(x) denote the greatest 
number of integers that can be selected from 1, 2, . . , x to form an &-set and let 
us write 

A (9 u(x) = y- . 
L. Loviisz conjectured that 

(1) a(x) = o(l) 

(oral communication). The aim of this paper is to prove the following sharpel- 
form of (1): 

THEOREM. 

(We remark that (1) has been proved independently 
his proof is unpublished yet.) 

also by H. Ftirstenberg; 

To prove this theorem, we are going to use that version of the Hardy-Littlewood 
method which has been elaborated by K. F. ROTH in [2] and 131, 

Theroughout this paper, we use the following notations: 
We denote the distance of the real number x from the nearest integer by I,sjj, 

i.e. /jxlj =min (x- [xl, [x] + 1 -x}. We write e(a) =e2nia where 01 is real. Li), Ll, . . . , 

XJ, Xl, ... denote absolute constants. If a, b are real numbers and bz-0, then we define 

the symbol min a, $ by 
i 3 

Finally, if /g(xl , x2, . . . , x,)1 ~f(x,, x2, . . . , x,) then we write 

l&l, x2, . . ., X”) = 0 (f (Xl, x2 9 +. . , XJ). 

2. Following Roth’s method, we are going to deduce a functional inequality 
for the function a(x). 
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Let N be a large integer and let us write M= [m. Let 

T(a) = ;$J e(A%) = =jl e(z%). 

Let la,, U2, . ..) U, cN) be a maximal &-set selected from 1,2, . . . , N and let 

A(N) 
~(4 = xzl eh-4 

We are going to investigate the integral 

(41 E = j,F(a),T(a) da. 
0 

Obviously, 

= s’y)e(z$a) dye(-u,a) $je(Sa) da = x;z 1 = 0 
0 y=l x=1 z=l Iry--U,+z~=O 

since ul, u2, . . . , uAcN) is an &set. 
On the other hand, we shall estimate this integral by using the Hardy-Little- 

wood method. For this purpose, we need some estimates for the functions T(M) 
and F(a). 

3. In this section, we estimate the function T(a). 

LEMMA 1. If a, b are integers such that as b, and B is an arbitrary real number then 

(Ear llflll =O, the right hand side is defined by (3).) 

PROOF. Obviously, 

I I 
kie(kfi) 5 21 s b-a-i-l 

k=o 

for all a, b, B (where ash). 
Furthermore, for 1) fi//fO, 

which proves Lemma 1. 
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LEMMA 2. Letp, q be integers and Q, y real numbers such that q > 1) (p, q)= 1 and 

This lemma is identical to Theorem 44 in [I], p. 26. 

LEMMA 3. Let p, q be integers and a, y, P real numbers such that q z 1, (y, q) = 1, 
Pzl and 

(6) 
Then 

(7) 

PROOF. For q= 1, (7) holds trivially (by Pzl). 

For q=- 1, the left hand side of (7) can be rewritten in the following way: 

5P z I+ 2 mm q, 
- q-1kd. osxsq-1 x=0 

We are going to show that 
(9) 2 ls8. 

lKXB~-l 

IIY++ 

Let US assume indirectly that the left hand side of this inequality is 29. This in- 
direct assumption implies the existence of integers xl, x2, x3, x4, x6 such that 

IlO> llyfca,]] -= $ (for i = 1, . . . . 5) 

ACtU Mathenmtecn Acadomiae Scientfarum Hungarfcae 31, 1978 
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and which all lie either in the interval [ 0 , q] or in pq, q-l]; in either case 

(11) 0 -=z /xi-xi/ --z $ (for 1 S i S j c 5). 

By (lo), there exist integers yi and real numbers 6, such that 

(12) y+OZXi = yi+q ei (for i=l,...,5) 

and 
-1 -= Oi r 1 (for i = 1, . . . . 5). 

Using the matchbox principle, we obtain the existence of indices p, v such that 
l~,u-=v~5 and 

113) je,-e,,/ -= +* 

Writing i=p and v in (12), respectively, and subtracting the equalities obtained 
in this way, we obtain that 

8 -8 

Hence 

a(x,,-xv) = yc-yv+--l:. 
9 

(14) 

(by (13))‘ 

lla(x,-x,)1/ s 9 -cc $ 

On the other hand, we obtain with respect to (6) and (11) that 

in contradiction with (14), which proves (9). 
(8), (9) and Lemma 2 yield (7) and Lemma 3 is proved. 

LEMMA 4. Let N, p, q be integers and c1 a real number such that NZ 1, qs 1, 
(P, 4)= 1 and 

Then 

05) 

(where nip= [1/a). 
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IT(a)12 = T(a)T(-a) = 2 $e((x2-.?)a) = 
x=1 y=1 

= $ $e((x-y)(x+y)a) = Mj’ m’“‘$j”-“‘e(u(u+2y)a) S 
x=1 y=l u=l-M y=max(l--u,l} 

s 
.=yq,:l:, 

M-l mia(M,M-u) 

- , 
e(u(u +2YM = &zM y=mx<m* l)e(2uYa) - 

I I 

To estimate the inner sum, we apply Lemma 1 with /3=2~01, a=max (1 -U, l), 
b=min {M, M- u}. Then obviously, 

b-a = min {M, M-u)-max {l-u, 1) 5 M-l, 

thus Lemma 1 yields that 

IT(a)I” S 1 (M-1)+1, - = 
2 ll2~4 

The inner sum can be estimated by using Lemma 3 with y = (2 - 2M+ jq) ~1, P= 2M. 
We obtain that 

(16) IT(a 5 ~B~~~4)‘4’(16M+8qlogq) = 

= ;([-7]+1)(16M+8qlogq)< (~+1)~8M+4qlogq) = 

For q=l, 

while for g&2 
M-z Mlog4 = 2Miog2 d 2Mlogq. 

Hence 

9 Acta Mathematics Academiae Scientidrum Hungaricoe 31,1978 
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Thus we obtain from (16) that 

iw 
jT(c# -= 32-i-8 

4 
$+lMlogq +16Mlogq+4qlogq = 

=I40 $+32Mlogq+4qlogq < 49 
( 
~+Mlogq+qlogq . 

1 

With respect to the inequality 

(LZ~+~~+C~)~/~ s a+b+c (where a, b, c z O), 

this yields (15) which proves Lemma 4. 

LEMMA 5. Let N, p, q be integers and 01 a real number such that (p, q) = 1, 

(17) Ns 3, 

(18) 1 S q s JP/log N 
and 

(19) 

Then 
I I 
cd < 

1 

4 F’ 

PROOF. Applying Lemma 4, we obtain with respect to (17) and (18) that 

IwdI -= 7 (~+(Mlogq)“l+(qiogq)“a) S 

-I- N1’4 (log q)liz + (q log q)l’2 < 

+ N1’4(log N)l’2 f (N1’2 log N)112 = 

= 7(g~‘2(1+2(,$g)7 5 7($?3 = 21(3”“. 

LEMMA 6. Let N, p, q be integers and 01, /? reaI numbers such that 

m-9 N z 9, 

cm (P, 4) = 1, 

WI Ilqsfi, 

(23) 

Acta Mathematics Academlae ScWbVYLm Ru?zgaricac 31, I%‘8 
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and 

(24) 

Then 

Ga 

PROOF. Let 

Then obviously, 

(26) 

hence 

(27) 

BY (241, 

cw 

y 5 Lily& 

pycc)I -== 30 &g”. 

1 
%iR 

By Dirichlet’s theorem, there exist integers r, s such that 

(30) (r, 4 = 1, 

(31) 
and 

(32) 
I I 

1 a-f < -. 
SQ 

(31) and (32) imply that also 

I I 

1 ,-T <- 
s s2 

holds. Thus we may apply Lemma 4 with $ in place of 4. We obtain that 

(33) IT( -== 7(~+(Mlogs)‘/“+(slogs)‘/2) 5 

N (( ) 
l/2 

S7 - 
s +N1’~(10gs)~‘2+(s10gs)1~2 . 

1 
To deduce (25) from this inequality, we have to estimate s in terms of q 181 and N, 
respectively. 

9’ Acla Mathematics Acadentiac Scientiarum Rztn~nricae 31,1978 
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By (29) and (31), 

(34) 
2 

SSQ'm 
hence with respect to (20) and (24), 

Thus (33) implies that 

(35) IT041 -=z 7 ((~]1’z+(N”“+s”2)(logN)“‘). 

We are going to show that 

(36) 

Let us assume indirectly that 

(37) 
P r -z -‘ 
4 s 

By q%zl, szl, (21) and (30), this implies also q=s. Thus in view of (23), (27) 
and (32) 

in contradiction with (37), which proves (36). 
(36) implies that 

(3% 
P I” I I --- = IPS-@.I ~ L 
4 s qs - qs * 

On the other hand, with respect to (22), (23), {24), (26) and (32), 

(39) 

(38) and (39) yield that 

Thus by (24), 

wo 

Acta iilathemr;tica Academiae Scienliarum XHungaricae 31, ~$73 
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In view of (20), (34) and (40), we obtain from (35) that 

+ 2s1’2(log N)1’2 
1 

= 7~“~ (log N)1’2 
N1/2 

s(log N)l12 
112 l/2 

<7sl’a(logN)i’2(1 +2) = 21s1’2(log N)1’2 -=z 21 

and Lemma 6 is proved. 

LEMMA 7. Let N, p, q be integers, R, Q, a real numbers such that Nz 1, (p, q) = I, 

(41) lSRS;gsQ, 

(42) ~~TSQI!N 
and 

(43) 
P 1 

Then 
I I 01-4 Yase 

(44) IT(a)/ -= 7 (:)I”+ 14(Q log N)lj2. 

PROOF. (41) and (43) imply also 

P 1 

I I 
a-- i?. 

4 4 

Thus with respect to (41) and (42) Lemma 4 yields that 

l/2 

z7 + (Q log N)1’2 + (Q log N)1’2 

which proves (44). . 

4. In this section, we estimate the function F(a) by using Roth’s method. 
Lemmas 8 and 9 follow trivially from the definitions of the functions A(x) 

and a(x). 

LEMMA 8. If x, y are positive integers such that x~y then A(x)5 A(y). 

LEMMA 9. For any positive integer x, 

1 
- 5 a(x) 5 1. x 

For any integer b and positive integers q, x, let At,,)(x) denote the greatest 
number of integers that can be selected from b + q, b-k-29, . . . , b +xg to form an 
.&set. 

Acfa Mathematics Academiae Scientiarum Hungaficae 31,1978 
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L.EMMA 10. For any integer b and positive integers q, x, 

A(,,&) = A(x). 
PROOF. This follows trivially from the fact that the numbers b+ulqz, b+u,q2, 

.*., b f u, q2 form an &-set if and only if also the numbers ul, u2, . . . , u, do. 

LEMMA Il. For any positive integers x and y, we have 

(45) AN-Y) 5 AWfACY), 

(46) A (XY) s x-4 (Y), 

(47) +Y> s ab9, 

(48) a(x)% l+-$ a(y). 
( 1 

PROOF. Applying Lemma 10 with b=y, q= 1, we obtain that the greatest 
number of integers that can be selected from y + 1, y + 2, . . . , y + x to form an &-set 
is sA(x). (45) follows easily from this fact. 

(46) is a consequence of (45). 
(47) can be obtained from (46) by dividing by xy. 
Finally, by Lemma 8 and (46), 

A(x) SA [[[$+l)y) s ([j++(Y) 5 (;+l)a(y). 

Dividing by x, we obtain (48). 

LEMMA 12. Let q, t, N be positive integers, p integer, M, /I real numbers such that 

(49) 
Let 

(50) &Cd = l a@> jz 4.N for ’ = ’ (where (p. q)= I). 
lo for q=-1 

Then 
(51) IF(a)-Fl(a)l s (a(t)-u(N))N+2a(t)fq2(1+xIPIN) = H(f, N, 4, 8. 

PROOF. We are going to show at first that 

Let us investigate the coefficient of e(au& on the right hand side. 

Acta Mathematics Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 31, 1978 
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If tq2S u,sN then we account e(oruk) exactly tq* times, namely for the f&w- 
ing values of j: 

j = &-fq2+1, u,-tq2+2, . . . . uk. 

Thus the COeffiCient of e(@&) is 

*q**-$ = 1 

in this case (and its coefficient is the same on the left hand side). 
If 

(53) 1 i Uk i tq2 

then we account C(OL@ on the right of (52) for j = 1, 2, . . . , U, , thus its coefficient is 

1 1 (0 +,-- < tq2’- = 1 
w2 tq2 

on the right and 1 on the left of (52). The numbers U, satisfying (53) form an &-set 
thus in view of (46) in Lemma 11, their number is 

s A(tq2) 5 A(t)q2 = a(t)tq2. 

These facts yield that, in fact, the error term in (52) is O(u(t) tq2). 
The term e(k?+) in the inner sum in (52) can be rewritten in the following way: 

e(auk)=e(($+fi)uk) = e(~)e(jhdk) = 

= I?($ e(fli)e(P(uk-j)) = e (f) e(/$)(l +e@nlB@k-j)b) = 

= e (f) e@j)+e(27E.lfl(Uk-j)l) = e(T) e@j)+8@b?Itq2) 

since I&-jl’tq2 in the inner sum, and 

le(y)-11 = le(y/2)--(--y/2)1 = 12sinzyl S 211~~1 = 27cly[ 

for any real number y. 
Thus the inner sum in (52) can be estimated in the following way: 

(54) J-u,~+tq,e(auk) = j5uk~+tqa Ie(T) e(8i)+e(2n18b@?) = 

;;&.;odqa) u,=s(modq~) 

= e T e(j?j)+8(27rIj?Itq2) 2 1. 
((1 1 jsu,++tq* 

u,=s(mod$) 

Let us define the integer u by 

u -= j 5 ofq2, B E s (modq2). 

Acta Mathematics Academiae Scientiarurn Hungaricae 81, I#?# 
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Then by Lemma 10, 
2 

jSu,-=j+& 
1 S &,$)(t) z A(t) = a(t)k 

ups(modq3 

Thus if we define D(j, t, q, s) by 

2 1 = a(t-DC.& t, 4, s) 
jSu,-=j+tqe 
u,=s(modqs) 

then D( j, t, q, s)%O. Putting this into (54) : 

e@j)+WWItq2) (a(t)t--D(j, t, q, s)) = 

Thus (52) yields that 

(551 JYa) = j$ --1 j=l 2 S{e (7) e(Bj)(a(t)t-W, 6 4, s))++ lB!~(f)r2q2)J+ 
S- 

+8($.q2+2nl/3lu(t)t2@)+e(u(t)t@) = 

Putting here a = /? =p = 0, we obtain that 

A(N) = u(t)+’ tq2 jj j2D(j, t, 4, S)f@(U(f)@). 
S- 

Hence 

(561 --$ 2 jzB(j, t, q, s) 5 a(t)*N---AM+atOtq” = 
S-- 

= (u(t)-u((N))N+a(t)tq2. 

With respect to (56), (55) yields that 

= (u(t)-a(N))f2u(t)tq2(1 +nJBlN) 

which proves Lemma 12. 
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5. In this section, we are going to deduce a functional inequality for the function 
a(x), by investigating the integral E defined in Section 2. This inequality will contain 
four parameters: t, N, R, Q whose values will be fixed later. 

LEMMA 13. Let t, N be positive integers, R, Q real numbers such that 

(57) NS es, 

(58) tlN, 

(59) 1 5 R ‘5 N1”/ log N, 

N-9 2N’12 
N 

-=Qs---. 
log N 

Then 

(61) a2(t)N”la -=z 1260a(t)(a(t)-a(N))N3’210glog N+ 

+ 12600a”(t)rN(logN)1’2Q-1’z+ 

+120(a(t)-a(N))Z{7N3~2Ra~210gNf20N2(log N)1’2Q-i’2R)+ 

+26000a2(t)t2{3N-1’2(log N)3R11’2+2N2(logN)1’2Q-8’2R3) + 

+ 14&z(t) {N3’2R-“2f2NQ1’2(log N)1’2}. 

PROOF. Let us write 

G(a) = a (4 jg e(.b)- 

Then 

E = j ,P(c~)~~T(cx)dcl = j ,G(a),“T(ol)dcl+ f(,F(a),“- jG(ol),2)T(ol)da 
0 0 0 

where E=O by (5). Hence 

W 

Here 

s’lG(a)pT(a) da = - j(,F(a)l2-G(a),“) T(a) da. 

0 0 

If 

w 
N 1(=p5--1 
2 ’ 

z > 0, 

(65) 15j ST+1 

Acta Matimnatica Academeae Scientiarum Hungmicae 31,1918 
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then the numbers j, k=j+.S, z satisfy the conditions 

since 
j-k+z2=0, I%j,ksN, l~zzfi 

k=j+.Ss(~+l)+(~--1) =A? 

By (57), the number of the positive integers z satisfying (64) is at least 

while (65) holds for 

(66) i IG(ar)12?‘(ct)dcl = a*(t) 
0 

2 1 > az(t)$; = $,P(r)P. 
j--R+9=0 
lSj,kSN 
lSZ&T 

To complete the proof of (al), we have to give an upper estimate for the right 
hand side of (62). 

For q=1,2, . . . . [Q] and p=O, 1, . . . . q-l, let 

Ip,q = ! 2.-- 1 P 1 
q pQ’y+ii? 1 

and let S denote the set of those real numbers u for which 

-- 
:, 

-=0!51-- 
i, 

holds and 
(67) twp.q for 1zq5RR, OS;Pq-1, Ip,q)=l. 
Then 

+ $ 11F(a)j2- /G(cc)\~/ /T(a)( da = E1+E2+E3. 
S 

Let us estimate the term E1 at first. 

Acta Mathematics Academia@ Scientlarum lIUngai”icUe 3JI 1978 
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For any complex numbers U, v, we have 

(69 (I+lu(2( = IUU-UC1 = ((U-u)ii+Y(ii-g( s 

s (u-u(lP(+ [UllU-GI = lu-ul([uls Iv\) = lu-uI(l(u--u)+u( Jr Iv\) 5 

5 (244u-V~+2]4) = (u-42+2ju-4~4* 

Furthermore, applying Lemma 12 with p=O, q= 1, tl =b, we have F,(a) = G(a) 
there, thus we obtain that 
(70) IF(a)-G(a)/ 5 H(t, N, 1, a). 
(69) and (70) yield that 

+ilQ 

(71) El = $ ([F(Lz)(~- /G(a)J21JT(cr)l dcl z 
-UP 

+1/Q +1/Q 
5 1 IF(a)-G(cr)12~T(a)~ da+2 j IF(a)-G(a)/ jG(a)l)T(a)J dcr s 

-UQ -l/Q 

+1/Q + l/Q 
I $ iP(t, N, 1, a)lZ’(a)l da+2 l H(t, N, 1, a)jG(a)j IT(a)1 da = E{+2E;‘. 

-l/Q -l/Q 

E;’ wiil be estimated simultaneously with E,; here we estimate only Ef. 
The function jG(a)I can be estimated by using Lemma 1. Furthermore, for 

lalslog N/N, we use the trivial inequality 

(72) 

while for log N/N-= la/s l/Q(-=1/2*, by (60)), we apply Lemma 6. In this 
way, we obtain that 

(73) E;’ -= $ 
IalSllN 

((a(l)-a(N))N+2a(t)t(l +n l k*N]].a(r)N. N1j2da+ 

+l~2~,~~~,IUQ{~~~~)-~(N))N~~~ol(l+Pl)/rlN}~~(~~~~30(~~‘2da -= a 

-c ~{u(t)(a(t)-a(N))N5’8+2aa(t)r-5 sN~‘~}+ 

++a(r)(a(t)-u(N))N”‘~ 
YN<,~,~o~N,N~~~ 

f&+2 l"gNN . -.$(t)t.5.N3/2+ 

+ 1%~ (c)(a(f) - a (N)) N(log N)112 

+ 30aa(t) t m SN(log N)1i2 
I.~N~~V~~~I~Q Fb da+ 

Acta Mathematics Academiae Scientiat’um Hungaricae 31, 1978 
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Thus with respect to (57), (60) and a(t)za(N) (by (47) and (58)), 

(74) E;’ -=z 2a(t)(a(t)-u((N))N3’2+20u2(t)tN*’2+ 

-I- a(t)@(t)-a(N))N~‘2loglog N+ 10u2(t) tN1’2log Nf 
i- 60a (t)(a (r) - a (N))N3’*+600aa(t) tiV(log N)1’2Q-1’2 c= 

-= 63~ (t)(u (I) - a (N))N3’2 log log N+ 30$(t) tNl’2 log N I (&Jl’ 
1+20 

5 63~(t)(a(t)-a(N))N~‘~loglogN+63Oa~(t)fN(log N)1’zQ-1’2. 

Now we are going to estimate E,‘s Ez. 
If 2aqSQ, lspsq-1 then zfIP,, implies that 

\j@ll& i-k z i-4 = $. 

Thus for 21q~Q, l~psq-I and (p, q)=I, Lemmas 1 and 12 (where E;(lr)=C 
in this case) and the trivial inequality (72) yield that 

j llW412- IG@)121 IW4l da 5 $ lJXa)121T(a)l da+ l IW)121W)I da 5 
I P, 4 

5 $ /F(a)/” jT(cx)~~~+ s a2(t) i(2q)2:G2da = 
I P, 9 I P14 

= J ~~(or)~2~~(a)] da+&202(t)q2N11a s 
I Pl9 

Hence 

(75) 

5 ~QHp(t, N, q, 8)lT($+/?)~d~+~~“(t)N”~. 
- l/qQ 

+UQ 
E,‘+E2 z $ W(t, N, 1, a) IT(a)/ dcc+ 

-l/Q 

HYt, N, q, 8) IT (z+/f)l dP+a2(t)N”e) s 

Acto .Mathemattca Academ%ae Scaentzarum Hungaricae 31,197s 
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To estimate T 
! 1 $+B ,weuseLemmas 5 and 6 for ~jI~~logN/NandlogN/N-=~~~~ 

~l/qQ, respectively. We obtain with respect to (57), (59) and (60) that (for qsR, 
CA d=l) 

- WQ 

-= ,#,sJN,N {2(a(t)-a(N))~N”+16a~(t)~~q~(1 fn2~2N2)}21 (Erie@+ 
4 

+,ogN,N ~,-1,4n{2(a(r)-a(N))2N2+ 16a2(t)t2q4(1 +nefi2N2)}30 (+)“‘& (. 
c 5 4 

+ 6O(u (t) - u (N))2 N2 (log N)1’2q-‘I” $ lal-1’2 e-i-- 
lwNIN~ISlsl/qQ 

+ 1 480ayt)t2q4.ll/FN2. 
hNN~l81sl/qQ 

< 84(~(t)-a(N))~N~‘~log N~q-l’~+32 slog N.iV-1’2a2(t)t2q”P. 11 *log2 N-21 + 

l/qQ 

+120(~(t)-a(N))2N~(logN)~‘~q-~‘~ $ fl-1’2dj?-l- 
0 

t 10560a2(t)t2q7’2N2 (logN)lj2 $ j33’2 dp = 
0 

+ 120(a(t)-~(N))~N~ (log N)1’2q-1’2. 2(qQ)-““+ 

+10560a2(t)tBq”2N2(logN)“2.~(qQ)-5’~ = 

= (a(t)-~(N))~{84N~‘~log No q-1’2+240N2(logN)1’2Q-1’2q-1}+ 

SillU? 

f a2(t)t2 {7392N-1’2 (log N)3q7’2+4224N2 (log N)1’2Q-s’2q} 

(x+y)” 5 2x2+2y2 
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for any real numbers X, y. Thus (75) yields with respect to (57) and (59) that 

(76) 

E,/+E, i 5 ~~‘{(a(t)-a(N))Z(84N3’“logN. q-“Z+240N2(IogN)1’2Q-1’2q-‘)+ 
q=l p=o 

+ a2(t) t2(7392N-1’2 (log N)Sq7’2+4224W (log AyQ--5’~q)} f dyt)R2Nl’3 == 

< qz; {(u(t) - a (N))2(84N3’2 log N* ql’* -I- 240N2 (log N)l’zQ-l’z) + 

+ c?(t) t3(7392N-- (I ogN)3qa’2+4224N2(logN)1’2Q-5’2q2)}+ 

+ ayt> (W’2/log N)2iW 2 

+9(t) t2{7392PJ -1’2(log N)“P’“+4224iV2 (log N)‘/zQ-5/2R3]+f a2(t)N3”2. 

Finally, in order to estimate ES, we use Lemma 7. Namely, if aE S then there 
exist integers p, q such that 

l&qzQ, Ospsq-1, (p,q)=l 
and 

P 1 

I I -7 x?; 

by (67), q satisfies also R-cq. Thus (41) and (43) in Lemma 7 hold (and also (42) 
holds by (60)). Hence, Lemma 7 yields that 

sup [T(a)/ 5 7 (;)“‘t 14(QlogiV)1’2. 
UC.9 

Thus we obtain applying Parseval’s formula that 

< {7N1’2R-1’2 f 14Qlfi(log N)1’2) (d [ ’ F ct 2drx+ s’lG(a)12&) = ( )I 

= (7N1U-l/2+ 14Q1~2(logN)1~2](A(N)+~2(t)N) = 

= (7N1’2R-1’2+ 14Q1’2 (log N)“*}(a(N)N+a”(b)N) r 

5 {7jV11’2R-1’2+ 14Q1’2(logN)1’2}(a(t)N+u(t)iV) = 

= u(t) (141V~R-~‘*f 28NQl’” (log N)l’“} 

by Lemma 9 and since Ada by (47) in Lemma 11 and (58). 
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Collecting the results (62), (66), (68), (71), (74), (76) and (77) together, we 
obtain that 

$ uz(t)N3/2 -= $ IG(cx)JT(a) da s E1sE2+E3 s 

5 (E;+2E;);E,fE, = 2E;‘+(E;+E;)+E, CT 

< 126a(t)(a(t)-a(N))N3’aloglogN+l26Oa2~r)tN(logN)1’ZQ-1’2$ 

i- (u (It) - a (N))2{84N3’8R3’2 log N+240N2 (log N)1’2Q-1’2R}+ 

+ u2(t)t2{7392N-1’2 (log N)3R11’2+4224N2 (logN)1’2Q-5’2R3}+ 

+$ u~(~)N~‘~+u(~)(~~N~‘~R-~‘~S~~NQ~’~ (logN)1’2}. 

Subtracting & u2 (t ) N3’2 and then multiplying by 

we obtain that 

(.+!J’ = (-I)-’ = tq! < 10, 

~2(t)N~‘~ -=z 1260a(t)(a(r)-u(N))3’210glogN+ 12600u2(t)rN(logN)1’2Q-1’2+ 

+120(u(t)-u(N))2{7N3’zR3’2IogN+20N2(logN)1’2Q-1’2R}+ 

+260a)u2(t)t2{3N-1’2(logN)3R11’2$2N2(logN)1’2Q-6’2R3}+ 

-I- ~~OU(~){N~‘~R-~‘~+~NQ~‘~ (log N)1’2} 

which proves Lemma 13. 

6. In this section, we are going to simplify the functional inequality given 
in Lemma 13. It can be shown that we obtain the best possible estimate for a(x) 
in the case when the order of magnitude of the product QR is N/log N; thus we 
choose 

iv 1 
R=FlogN 

Furthermore, we put 
N N 

‘=t’ 
s=--. 

Q 
Then 

R=S. 
log N 

The inequalities (59) and (60) can be rewritten in form 

15:s 
NV2 

log N logN’ 

(78) log N s s 5 N1i2 
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and 

(79) 

respectively. (79) implies (78) thus it suffices to assume that (79) holds. 
Finally, if we divide (61) by N3/2 then we obtain that 

a2(t) --= 1260a(t)(a(t)-a(N))loglogN+12600a2(t)r-1s1’2 (logN)l’s+ 

-I- 120(a(t)-a(N))~{7s3’~(logN)-~‘~+20s3’~(logN)--1’~}+ 

+ 260OOa2(1) r-2{3s11’2 (log N)-%-2s’L”2 (log N)-5’2}f 

+ 140a(t){s-1’2 (log N)l’“+2s-1’2 (log N)l’Z} -= 

-= 1260a (t ) (CI (t) - a (N)) log log Ni- 

+ 130000a2(t) {r- ls1’2(logN)1’2+r- s 2 w2 (log N)-5’2} + 

+3240(a(t)-~(N))%~‘~(log N)-1’2f420a(s)s-11” (log N)l12. 

Thus we have proved the following 

LEMMA 14. Let t, N, r be positive integers, s a real number such that 

03% N L I?, 

(81) N = tr, 

632) 
1 1ogNzz se -Nlf2. 
2 

Then 

(83) a2(t) 4 1260a(t)(u(t)-a(N))loglogN+ 

+ 130000u2(t){r-1s1’2 (log N)1’2 +r-2s11’2 (log N)-5’2} + 

+ 324O(a(t) - a (N))2s312 (log N)-lb +420a (t) sell2 (log N)lj2. 

7. In this section, we are going to complete the proof of our theorem by showing 
that the functional inequality given in Lemma 14 implies (2). 

Let us put 

for x 23. Furthermore, for L=3,4, . . . , let us define the sequence g’(L) = {b, , b,, . . .) 
by the following recursion: let bI=L, and for k= 1,2, . . . , let 

b k+l = b,[4. 1022(~(bk))-11’2(log bJ3’2]. 

Obviously, [q (x))-1 -L + o> as x + + 00. Thus there exists a real number X, 
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such that (q(~))-lrl for XZX,. Let us put L,=max {X0, 3). Then we obtain 
(by straight induction) that for LzL, , 

(84) 2 = [4* 1022(~(bk))-11~2(logb,)3’2] =- [4* 1022.1’ 1] = 4*10=> 1. 

Hence 
(85) L=b,~b,-cb,-c.,. (for L 2 LJ 

We are going to show (by straight induction, using Lemma 14) that if L & 
large enough then for k = 1, 2, . . . , 

IW a(b,J s & - rp (b3. 

For k= 1, the right hand side of (86) is 

thus in this case, (86) holds trivially by Lemma 9. 
Let us suppose now that (86) holds for some positive integer k. We have to 

show that this implies also 

637) a@,+,) 5 &cP&+d. 
Let us suppose indirectly that 

W) a@4 > & db,+d 

By the construction of the sequence &?(I,), 

Hence, 
PO> 
by (47) in Lemma 11. 

We are going to show that for sufficiently large L, Lemma 14 is applicable 
with t=bk, N=b,,j, 

r = N/t = b,+,/b, = [4. 1022(~(bk))-11’2(iog bd3’2], 

s = 5. 106(a(b,))-210g bk+l = 5. 106(a(t))-2logN. 

Then by (85), 
(91) N=-t&L (for LzLJ. 

Thus (80) holds for L4max {es, L,}. 
(81) holds by the definitions of N, t, r and S?(L). 
By Lemma 9, 

10 

s =5.106(a(b,))-210gN~5.10”logN>logN. 
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Finally, we have to prove that 

With respect to (84) (88) and (SS), 

(92) s = 5 * I06(a(b~))-210g bl,+1 s 

5 5 * 10~(a(bk+l))-~log &+I S 5. IO” 
( &4bk*l))-2wk+l s 

5 5.106(40(bk+3)-210gb,,, = 5~10”(~(N))-210gN= 5.106(l~;;o;;~,J 

for Ls L,& X,,. Thus it suffices to show that 

But this holds trivially for large N, i.e. for L&L, (in view of (91)). 
Thus Lemma 14 is applicable and it yields that (83) holds. To deduce a can 

tradiction from (83), we have to estimate r and a(t)-a(N) (in terms of a(t) and N) 
Obviously, 

(93) 
N hei r=---= 
t 

- = [4. 1022(~(Ibk))-11’2 (log bJ3iZ] = 
h 

= [4.10R2(~((f))-ll/~(logf)3/2] = [4. ,022 {(1~o~~~~~“}-11’2(log ty,2] = 

I (log t)'0'3 
1 

(log t)lO'3 
= 4 * 102” (log log f)‘l/3 -E 4 * 1o22 (log log t)l1/3 

and with respect to (X4), 

(94) r = ; = b* 102e(1$g$J (log tY0’3 =- 2 * lo2” (loglog y/3 
(for L z L,). 

In view of (91), (93) and (94) imply that for L&L,, 

(95) (0 -) log r = log N-log t = 

= ~loglog~+e(l)~log(4.lo”“)ts(~I*gloglogt 
1 

-=z 

-== 4 log log t (for L z L3) 
hence for b, 2 L,, 

(96) log t z=- log N-4loglog t > log N-4loglogN=- 

=- +iogN {for L 2 L4) 
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and for Ls L,, 

(97) log log t r log (+logN) = IoglogN-log2 =- +loglogN (for L z L&. 

(86), (88), (91), (95), (96) and (97) yield that for LsL,, 

(98) a(t)-a(N) = a(t) ( 
= a(t) dtk--qoW) (log f )I’3 (log log t)2’3 (log log N)S’S 

f?(t) = a(t) (log log t)2'3 (log f)l’3 - (log N)1’3 == 

-= a(t) 
(log ty3 

I 
{log log N)2’3 _ (log log N)2’3 

( + log log N 
1 

213 (log t)1’3 (log N)1’3 1 
< 

2 (log tp 
c ’ @) (log log ~)2/3 (log log m 2,3 (log N)“” - (log t)l’3 

(log f)1’3 (log N)1’3 
= 

= 2a(t) 
log N- log t 

(log N)1’3((log N)2’3+ (log Nlog t)1’3+ (log Q2’“) -= 

4 log log t 
ez 2a (0 (log N)l/S .3 (log t)2/3 

8 
-== 3 a @) 

log log N 

(log N)1’3 (; log N)2’3 < 

-== 6a(t) log log N 
1ogN ’ 

By (88), (90), (91), (92), (94), (96) and (98), (83) implies that for L z L,, 

a2(t) -=z 1260~ (t) .6a(t) log log N 
log N 

- log log NS 

+*3oo*&p(t){2-1. 10-22(l~~~~~:?::i3.(5. 10" U"gNY3 112 

(log log N)4’3 
) . (log N)l’“-t 

+ 
( 
2-1 *()-“” (*og*ogP 2 (log N)5/3 'lie 

(log t)10'3 I( 5 - lo6 (log log N)4/3 ) .(logN)-j’“)+ 

$3240 6a (t) 
( 

10;;NN]2(5. IOG(a(t))+logN)“‘“(log N)-1/2+ 

+420a(t)(5~10”(a(t))-“log N)-1’2 (log N)l’” -== 7560 (log log N)2 
log N a’(t)+ 

+ 130.103ayt) 2-l. lo--= (log log W1’3 . 3 , 1o3 (lois W4’3 
(+ log lvy’3 (lois lois N)2’3 

+ 
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(log log N)2 
+4.103*36.a2(t) (logN)2 l 1251’2. 10g[a(r))-3logN+ 

+(21~-22~10~/500~22* 102.25)%2(t) -C 

-G &x2(f)+a2(t) 130.10-1”*27’3.3. (log log N)3 
(lois -‘W 

+ 144 - 1012 * 12&(t) (log log N)2 
log N (---& lp(N))-3+ (~.$P(t) r= 

-=~u2(t)+a2(c) 
1 
&+390e10-3 

> 
+2. 1015a'(t)~3(1)+-ljae(2) < 

< +p(c)+a”(t)(~+f 1 +fa2(1)+fn2(r) = 2a2(t) 

provided that 

2‘lOl5qP(L) <f, q(L) e-z 10-16’3 

but this holds for L z L8. 
Thus for large L, the indirect assumption (88) leads to the contradiction a”(t) < 

-K a2(t) which proves (86). 
Finally, if x is a positive integer satisfying xzb,=L, then there exists a positive 

integer k such that bksx-=bk+.l. By (48) in Lemma 11, (86) implies that 

(99) 

1 (= 2.----. (log log bk)2’3 < 2 .-l- . (fog log X)2’S 
cp (1;) (log bk)1’3 = q(L) (log b&l’3 . 

With respect to (96), 

log bk z +log bkfl > tlogx. 

Thus we obtain from (99) that 

uw 2 a(x) s - * (log log X)2’3 4 (log log X)2/3 
4m 1 

( 1 
113 (for x Z L) 

+ogx 
s m’ (logx)l’3 

which completes the proof of our theorem. 
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We remark that L can be chosen as the least positive integer L satisfying 
Lz(&L, L,, *--, LB}. All the constants L,, L,, . . . , Ls are explicitly computable 
thus also the constants in (100) are explicitly computable. 

8. In Part II of this series, we will give a lower estimate for a(x). 
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